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If we are to follow the Lord, we have to study the Word and just to see what they

mean. We have to see whether it is correctly translated , whether it, has been

correctly passed on. We have to compare scripture with scripture. We may mis=

understnad, and there are many things that we cannot understand. When we find

what something reallys says in the Scripture r we can stand upon it. Because

that is God's word. Aid we know that it is true. And jGod wants us in our

life to direct them in accordance of His Word, which is the only source of knowledge

to direct them in accordance of His word. This is the only source of knowledge

a bout these things. You know, sometimes, I think that many of our philosophy ies

are like a group of people who let us say have never been to Europe, and never

talked with anybody who had ever been there, never read a book aoti- or anything

about Europe, and never talked with anybody who had been there, never 0' read

any book that says anything about Europe, and suppose there is no book to get

such an information. But suppose they went up to a high hill here somewhere. I

do not know where you will, find the high hill or along the Atlantic coast here.

But suppose they 'ye got up to a certain high hill somewhere. And they sit

on the top of the high hill, and they look out the ocean there, and they see the

w ater, they see the waves, they see cloudes in the distance, they look up to

stars perhaps. Is there any countW over the other side? Or is $ this the end

of the world? And one looks at the clouds and he makes a good argument that

there is a country over there. Another one looks at the ... a good argument that

there is no country over there. And they argue back and forth. And then somebody

says, if there is a country, what kind of a country is this? What language do
from

they speak inj? Do the-F 1Foee-- rivers flow -to/the north or south like the
do they

Missippi? Or d.oee-t flow from south to north like the Nile? Do they from west

to east like Amazon? What direction do they flow? Is
the0ountain

flat? You

could ask the thousand questions and these philosophers rgue and could show
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